DR DAVID E. MARTIN – EXPOSES THE HISTORY BEHIND THE PRESENT FAKE ‘EMERGENCY’

This is the presentation, delivered recently at Clay Clark’s ‘REAWAKEN AMERICA’
tour in Dallas Texas, which Dr David E. Martin refers to in his later one, at which he
went on to identify all the 28 leading shadows of the present ‘globalist’ regime.
I remember him saying that THIS speech was permitted to be published by exception,
because of the importance of the content.
“Dr David E. Martin is one of the best public speakers I’ve ever seen. I’m somewhat of a
professional in the area and have had lots of training on speaking. David Martin is
seriously at the top of the best in the world.”

Just one of the many plaudits from those who recognise the importance of his words,
and who respect him for his determination to shine a light on darkness
What a brave man he is – may he be protected – to show evil up for what it is.

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/01/dr-david-martinexposing-the-coup-detat-the-plot-to-steal-america-must-video-3616356.html

It is not an exaggeration to say that this is a global problem, a plan to depopulate
the globe. The agenda was planned decades ago, and what the speaker here is
addressing to American citizens is just as valid this side of the Atlantic.
As the BBC starts to rubbish our efforts to use ‘government-made’ statutes to expose
government puppets, we need to stand firm and use the Doctor’s words to awaken
the ‘constables’ to their duty to protect the people rather than strutting up and
down in the service of the Home Office. Let’s use these words:
“From this day on, every injury, every death which occurs as a result of your failure
to CLOSE DOWN all Covid injection centres is on your hands. This is a ‘criminal’, not
a ‘political’ issue. So, constable, when you are clearly operating outside the scope
of your oath of promise, realise this: you are then no longer protected by public
indemnity insurance. The people will hold you, each individual one of you, privately
accountable and personally liable for any harm or loss caused by your unlawful
conduct.”
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